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Just when she thought shit couldn't get any worse â€¦Camille thought she had the chaos of her life

under control but then all hell breaks loose. She is bought face to face with Karma and when

â€˜theyâ€™ said Karmaâ€™s a bitch, they meant it and she is out for Camilleâ€™s blood. Now the

media is digging into her life, a accident wrecks havoc and a friend dies suddenly. Will this be

enough for Camille or will she continue to be unapologetically Ms. Nice Nasty? Find out in the series

finale ...
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Never have I read a book in one day. I'm always to busy. But this book was truly a page turner,

could not work or go to sleep until I finished it. Great job Lakisha! Grabs your from the beginning

and don't let go until the end.

This book was a great book. I liked this book because it is rare that you find a woman that is

strong... A woman who knows what she wants. Whether you agree with the choices that were made



or not, she was confident in herself.I liked how successful she was and her occupation was totally

opposite of what she indulged in... Many books you read, the woman is weak or having a

breakdown and it was a breath of fresh air to read a book that was not like that... There are a lot of

consequences for your actions as the end of the book shows... Part 2 picked up where part 1 left off

and a lot of secrets were revealed in this book... This book shows secrets are only a secret when

you are the only person who knows. I love how realistic the book was... There were situations that

go on in everyday life and I like how she did not pacify the moments. The author kept it raw and

uncut. I enjoyed this book and I will definitely read more books from this author in the future.

I rated 5 stars because these women who thought they had a secret worth keeping came full circle.

This series may ruffle "good church folks feathers" , however it deals with real matters that we face

everyday. Addicts of any substance or physical action have a reason they have fallen victim. I love

that Ms. Johnson did not tie a bow on every storyline because let's face it these women were

playing with fire and fire consumes. I recommend to anyone who can read material of a mature

nature and check their holier than thou card in all while being shown a mirror to reflect your own

personal struggles. Well done!

This is a good series. I'm glad I read this one because while I enjoyed the first one, I didn't care for

the main character. This one explained it all! She still isn't a favorite of mine, but it's so much better.

Love this book, love cam, she is my imaginary fantasy, lol. Mrs Johnson you can't throw in the towel

as yet I have read all your books with these women in it please continue.
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